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Abbreviations Used

EI: Emotional Intelligence
EQ: Emotional Quotient
IQ: Intelligent Quotient
HEIS: Stress Scores of Students having High Emotional Intelligence
LEIS: Stress Scores of Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
HEIAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Students having High Emotional Intelligence
LEIAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
HEIAch.: Achievement Scores of Students having High Emotional Intelligence
LEIAch.: Achievement Scores of Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
HEIRS: Stress Scores of Rural Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIUS: Stress Scores of Urban Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIMS: Stress Scores of Male Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIFS: Stress Scores of Female Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIRAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Rural Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIUAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Urban Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIMAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Male Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIFAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Female Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIRAch.: Achievement Scores of Rural Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIU Ach.: Achievement Scores of Urban Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIMAch.: Achievement Scores of Male Students having High Emotional Intelligence
HEIFAch.: Achievement Scores of Female Students having High Emotional Intelligence
LEIRS: Stress Scores of Rural Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIUS: Stress Scores of Urban Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIMS: Stress Scores of Male Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIFS: Stress Scores of Female Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIRAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Rural Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIUAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Urban Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIMAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Male Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIFAdj.: Adjustment Scores of Female Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIRAch.: Achievement Scores of Rural Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIUAch.: Achievement Scores of Urban Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIMAch.: Achievement Scores of Male Students having Low Emotional Intelligence
LEIFAch.: Achievement Scores of Female Students having Low Emotional Intelligence